RADIO TELEVISION CEUTA ACQUIRES
PANASONIC STUDIO CAMERAS FOR
ITS OB VAN
FIVE PANASONIC AK-HC3800 STUDIO CAMERAS ARE
COMPLETING THE MIGRATION PLAN TO HIGH DEFINITION OF
RADIO TELEVISION CEUTA (RTVCE).

Radio Television Ceuta (RTVCE) has recently
undergone renovation of its OB Van with the
acquisition of five Panasonic AK-HC3800 studio
cameras. RTVCE is now ready to record and
produce in high definition any event that takes
place in the city, located to the north of Africa.
Jose Manuel Gonzalez, CTO, highlights the vast improvement
in picture quality. "It was necessary to renew the production
equipment outdoors, since the difference of quality
compared to indoor production was outstanding."
Through a tender process, RTVCE decided to invest in the AKHC3800 Panasonic studio cameras. "The tender has allowed
us to acquire, with a reasonable investment, the latest
generation cameras offeringthe highest quality parameters
that can be found on the market today," says Jose Manuel
Gonzalez.
The Panasonic camera uses optical fiber as the transmission
medium. "It is our first experience with fiber and we rely on
the robustness of the cables. Nevertheless, we have several
spare cables in the OB Van in case of any unforeseen
problem".

The main benefits of the AK-HC3800 camera are related to
the image acquisition parameters: 1100 lines of resolution,
high sensitivity F12 and 60dB of signal-to-noise ratio, with
an analog-digital converter of 16 bits. Additionally, the AKHRP200 control panel offers IP connectivity, which allows
flexible configuration between panels and camera control
units and is able to control HD integrated cameras from the
same manufacturer.
Jaume Miro, Technical Product Manager of Panasonic,
comments on the camera's image quality. "Customers who
have tested the AK-HC3800 have highlighted how sensitive it
isand have been surprised by the effect of DRS function,
which extends the contrast in tough scenarios such as
backlight or sun and shade".
After visiting the facilities of RTVCE, Jaume said "we are
proud that Ceuta public television has adopted our studio
equipment, extending the relationship until now we had with
both P2 camcorders and integrated cameras."

RTVCE joins the list of users that have chosen Panasonic
studio cameras, now numbering more than 150 systems of
operation in broadcasters, production companies and rental
houses.
Equipment, including Panasonic cameras and fiber cables,
have been supplied by Tangram Solutions, one of
Panasonic's official distributors. The acquisition of the five
studio cameras by RTVCE is part of the migration plan to
High Definition. In the first stage, one year ago, migration
plans began with the acquisition of Panasonic AW-HE120
integrated cameras, a live switcher and monitoring system.
Radio Television Ceuta was established in 2000 with sporadic
transmission during the course of a year. From 2001,
programming has been gradually increasing, addressing
citizens' needs and suggestions. With the continuous aim of
providing a public service, RTVCE is currently composed of
thirty employees.

